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(Bloomberg) -- As one of the most tumultuous years in oil history ends, a delicate task now faces OPEC+. The Saudi-Russian-led producer alliance must decide whether it can continue to restore crude oil supplies without limiting the recovery in prices that spent most of 2020 working to achieve. Moscow
believes that the group - which reduced production during the pandemic - can revive another 500,000 barrels per day of idle capacity in February, in addition to a scheduled increase for this month. Riad, who has favored greater caution, is keeping his own views a secret. It feels as if OPEC+ is trying to
steer a giant oil tanker through a narrow stretch, said Giovanni Staunovo, analyst at UBS Group AG in Zurich.Regardless of whether they decide, the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and its partners are leaving nothing to chance. With its January 4 meeting, the coalition is moving to meet
each month -- rather than just a few times a year -- in order to adjust production levels more accurately. After the brutal lessons taught over the past 12 months, the push for micromanagement is understandable. Crude oil crash Last year the challenges for OPEC+ began in February, when china's oil
demand collapsed by 20% when the world's largest importer crashed to defeat emerging coronavirus. Riyadh and Moscow then clashed over responding to the shock of demand, a dispute that shattered the alliance of 23 nations and led to a ruthless price war. In April, the world was so flooded with crude
oil that U.S. futures traded below zero for the first time in history. Relations were only repaired after the intervention of U.S. President Donald Trump. An unlikely mediator, having lashed out at the cartel for years, Trump nevertheless negotiated a peace agreement that resulted in the biggest OPEC
production cuts. Hiding those kerbs is causing new controversy. Last month, OPEC+ talks encountered a five-day stalemate, as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates -- for years unconditional allies in political and energy spheres -- disagreed on how quickly to revive idle barrels. Split AlliesWhile the
kingdom wanted to delay any increase for three months, its neighbor -- eager to monetize capacity investments and promote a new regional oil benchmark -- pushed for a faster timetable. Although a compromise was reached, the brief rupture in his long-standing association - which at one point saw Abu
Dhabi insinuate that he was eventually leaving OPEC - has left a sinister shadow. The pace of production restoration will occupy producers Monday. Currently idling 7.2 million barrels a day, or about 7% of global supplies, producers have decided to return another 1.5 million barrels per day in carefully
calibrated quotas. Click here to follow the OPEC+ TopLive blog on MondayThe Russian Deputy Prime Minister Alexander Novak has signaled his willingness to proceed, saying last month that prices are in an optimal range of $45 to $55 a barrel. If OPEC+ refrains from reinforcing your competitors will
simply fill the void, he said. The market needs oil, said Jan Stuart, global energy economist at Cornerstone Macro LLC. The predominant view in OPEC+ appears to be that we must go by market share. The return of the American shale cannot be subsidized. Saudi energy minister Prince Abdulaziz bin
Salman has not publicly expressed a preference beyond his intention to keep speculators standing. On Sunday, a panel of OPEC+ technical experts known as the Joint Technical Committee met to assess the implementation of product cuts on behalf of ministers. Preliminary data showed that members
applied 101% of the restrictions promised in December, according to a delegate who requested not to be identified. OPEC+ nations are ready to adjust production levels depending on market conditions and developments, OPEC Secretary-General Mohammad Barkindo said at the opening of the JTC
conference. Demand for crude oil will shift from reverse to march this year, he said. There is a solid case to move forward with increased production. Oil prices have stabilized above OPEC's 50 barrels in London despite OPEC's promise of additional supply, reinforced by vaccine developments and robust
fuel use in Asia. Supply and demand must remain broadly balanced in the first half of the year, according to the Paris-based International Energy Agency. The market has underlying support and, as such, should be shrinked by a modest increase in OPEC+ supply, said Doug King, chief investment
director of the $170 million Commodity Fund. It is an election that could also be a relief for OPEC+ members like Iraq. Baghdad is eroused in a growing economic crisis that is exacerbated only by the limits on oil sales, and is struggling to overcome a backward production cut since 2020. With its access
to restricted bond markets, Iraq agreed to an oil supply agreement with a Chinese trader last month that will see the Arab nation receive a $2 billion payment in advance. Uncertain demand But there is also an argument for containing additional barrels. Oil refiners have not yet had the opportunity to
absorb this month's supply hike, and a more infectious strain of viruses is clouding demand prospects. While the EEA does not forese any new surpluses, it warned that the overhang of existing inventory will be maintained until the end of the year if OPEC+ opens the faucets. Despite the market uptick,
crude oil prices remain well below the levels that most OPEC members need to public spending. Finally, OPEC+ must navigate the impact of incoming U.S. President Joe Biden, who has indicated that he is ready to revive a nuclear pact with Iran that could release more than 1 million barrels a day of oil
exports currently under U.S. sanctions. OPEC+ is likely to achieve another production increase in February, said Bob McNally, president of rapidan energy group consultant and former White House official. But in terms of defeating last year's Covid excess, they're far from leaving the forest. (OPEC-
declared updates in the 20th century More articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comScrib now to stay ahead of the curve with the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.For example, ten years ago, it cost between $140 to $150 per megawatt-hour (MWh) for solar energy, and
that's with the benefit of investment tax credits. The industry expects to install an average of 10 gigawatts (GW) of new capacity per year until 2022, which should increase to an average of 18 to 20 GW per year in the period 2023 to 2030. This looks like it's a golden decade for solar energy. (Bloomberg) --
Bitcoin, the world's largest cryptocurrency, surpassed $34,000 just weeks after passing another major milestone. The coin won up to 9.8% at $34,792.48, before sliding to around $33,500 at 3:05 p.m. on Sunday in London. He advanced nearly 50% in December, when he defaulted on $20,000 for the first
time. The last win leads a flashy rally for the controversial digital asset in 2020, which rebounded sharply after a serious accident in March that saw 25% loss amid the coronavirus pandemic. The currency will be on its way to $50,000 probably in the first quarter of 2021, said Antoni Trenchev, Nexo's
managing partner and co-founder in London, which presents itself as the world's largest crypto lender. Institutional investors returning to their desks this week will likely boost prices after retail during the holidays, he said. Bitcoin has increasingly embraced more global investment portfolios as headlines
expand beyond tech geeks and speculators, Bloomberg Intelligence's commodity strata Mike McGlone wrote on a note last month. Advocates of the currency have also seized the narrative that the currency could act as a wealth store in the midst of the bank's supposed impression of rampant central
money, even when inflation remains mostly silenced. Bitcoin should eventually rise to about $400,000, Scott Minerd, chief investment director of Guggenheim Investments, told Bloomberg Television in a December 16 interview. Still, there are reasons to be cautious, in part as Bitcoin remains an under-
traded market. The currency plummeted to 14% on 26 November amid warnings that the asset class had delayed a correction. The big price increase in 2017 was followed by an 83% rout that lasted a year. Does Bitcoin Boom mean 'Best Gold' or Bigger Bubble? QuickTakeEther also rose, surpassing
$900 for the first time since February 2018 when it reached a record of $959.15. The jump from up to 20% to $921.92 on Sunday comes as the token continues to develop its own tracking. (Update prices in the second paragraph, add ether in the final paragraph.) For more Like this one, please visit us at
bloomberg.comScrib now to stay ahead of the curve with the most reliable source of business news.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Chelsea vs Manchester City, Premier League: live score and the latest updatesManchester City will be without five first team players for today's clash with Chelsea after a series of
positive coronavirus tests. Coronavirus. meeting with Everton was postponed earlier in the week after the outbreak unfolded at the camp, with the club forced to close its training camp. City confirmed that two of the affected players were Kyle Walker and Gabriel Jesus, who tested positive on December
23. Chelsea will be defenseless Reece James for today's clash with Manchester City as the Englishman continues to struggle with an injury to the hamstrings. Ziyech has been away since the beginning of December after winning in the win against Leeds. Lampard revealed that James had also taken a
strain on the hamstrings in Boxing Day's loss to Arsenal, although he was due to rest against Aston Villa 48 hours later. Investing your money is a great way to increase wealth, but if you're a total novice, the process can seem overwhelming. It's a good idea to commit to investing a specific amount each
month, as your budget allows you to take a look at your existing expenses for that purpose and see how much money you can reasonably afford in part. When it comes to investing your money, you have options. Everything you need to know about the big game on Stamford BridgeAll you need to know
about the big game at Stamford BridgeEverything you need to know about the big game at Stamford BridgeFollow live updates from the top-notch meeting at Stamford BridgeA's small detail before the rolling credits revealed a lot about what's likely to come. Australian Associated PressSome British
people trying to return home to Spain have been excluded from boarding flights amid Brexit and COVID-19 problems. The Indian Serum Institute (SII), the local manufacturer of the AstraZeneca/Oxford coronavirus vaccine, said Sunday that it intends to focus on meeting India's immediate demand in the
next two months before exporting to other interested countries. Chief executive Adar Poonawalla said in an interview after the emergency take-off was approved in the world's second most populous country, that exports could be possible after supplying the Indian government with an initial dose of 100
million. There are unlikely to be many more moving winners in all of 2021 than the timely victories of Brown Bullet and Mr Jack in Plumpton on Sunday. The horses are trained by East Grinstead-based Zoe Davison, 60, one of the pillars of the jump races in Sussex, who is very ill after breast cancer, which
she had already fought once, returned four and a half years ago. His daughter, Gemma Johnson, a former rider who has been helping to manage the yard with his stepfather Andy Irivine, described Brown Bullet's victory as very emotional. It's good to get a winner before he leaves us, he said. She'll be
very strange. This means It's a family business. We've put everything in and she's the glue that holds it together. We want to make her proud. Simon Clare, a partial owner at Brown Bullet, said: Someone must be looking down on Plumpton today, particularly because he's an Irish point-to-point winner who
could be a when, for most of Zoe's career, she has been dealing with ascot Sales' 500 euros. Dan Shaw, one of Brown Bullet's other partners has three other horses and has never had a winner, it's crazy how fateful it seems. She was still trimming and riding six weeks ago against the doctors' orders, but
she just said, 'What's the worst that can happen?' I saw her three days ago and I was surprised by her positivity. She was talking about what the horses would do next season and I was thinking, 'Is this relevant?' She's spent her whole life under the radar, but she's been one of the best coaches in
Plumpton and Lingfield. Racing in Sussex is a close-knit community and has been a big part of racing in that area for a long time. James Best, who was riding his first winner for the stable, celebrated with an air punch across the line at Brown Bullet. What a tough woman he's been in the last four and a
half years and you could see what the winner meant for the whole team, he said. It means a lot and I'd like to thank Zoe for all her support she's given me in the last two years. They do a tremendous job with everything they have and we're thinking about the whole family. Each Premier League match for
the 2020/21 season plus confirmed dates and start timesThe Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued an emergency use authorization (USA) for two coronavirus vaccines, but while the short-term efficacy is clear, there are still plenty of unanswered questions. In this video of Motley Fool Live,
recorded on December 21, Corinne Cardina, head of the health and cannabis office, and Fool.com collaborator Brian Orelli discuss the ethical topics on when to deliver the vaccine to clinical trial participants who received a placebo. Corrine Cardina: The Modern Vaccine Candidate (NASDAQ: MRNA), of
course, was recommended for emergency use authorization by the FDA advisory committee last week. Australian Associated PressBenjamin Mendy has joined the Premier League's COVID-19 rule-breaking, as his manchester City club revealed that a sixth player has tested positive for the virus. Making
contributions 401(k) is often autopilot investment, which can be a good thing. You're practicing the average dollar cost, which means you automatically invest regularly if stocks are up or down. Because you fund a 401(k) through payroll deductions, you probably won't even miss the money you invest.
President Donald Trump accused his own administration on baseless Sunday of deflating the number of COVID-19 cases and deaths in the U.S.
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